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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 5 Mar 2015 12:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Now well known, safe and discreet. Spotlessly clean, elegantly decorated and blessed with the
reappearance of the receptionist I used to fancy and now do again.

The Lady:

Jet (who deserves a more romantic name) is a gorgeous lady. She looks younger than her given
age with a very pretty face, she has a spectacular but not at all vulgar curvy body with (skilfully
enhanced I guess) boobs to die for and a bum to kill for, all wrapped in a delicately tanned skin. I
had slightly surprised myself asking for her on a whim on the phone but struck gold.

The Story:

Even though I knew Jet had just had another appointment where the punter had arrived late, she
was calmness itself on arrival, completely attentive to my possible wants, chatty, cuddly, kissy and
gorgeous.

I chose to start by massaging her in case she had rushed from the other appointment - and I
wanted my hands on that body. She chatted easily and we were friends by the time we both wanted
to move on. jet finds the perfect balance of doing what I wanted and suggesting other things.

She kisses with impact, she sucks (without but not sure if always does this) with flirty looks and I
was just loving it all.

She asked if I would do oral on her and then together we got her to her aim of coming.

Sex was from behind though any position would have been possible and Jet was fully involved.
Afterwards we had a lovely cuddle.

Jet had a perfect mix of apparent positive freshness with being an expert coupled with great skill
sexually and personally.
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I left the room a happy man, squeezed Candy's bum (ask first) to check on her exercises and
skipped down the Kettering Road one happy fella.
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